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PERSONAL REACTION

How does this play resonate in your world now?
Fun Home resonates in our world today by covering a multitude of issues that

are prevalent in culture today, including coming out, the heteronormative culture,
suicide, mental health, and family dynamics. As the main character, Alison, grows up,
she is forced to grapple with coming out into a world that outwardly shuns
homosexuality. Our world is gradually becoming more accepting of LGBTQIA+
identifying people, but it’s an incredibly relevant topic to ask ourselves. Additionally,
mental health, especially when combined with sexuality, is serious and needs to be
talked about. Fun Home confronts these topics without the audience being able to shy
away.

What 5 moments leap to mind a day after reading the play? Why?
● Majoring in the study of Joan: This song has been stuck in my head since I read

the play last week. The pure joy and fascination she finds in discovering another
person creates a beacon of hope in an otherwise heavy play. The unabridged
excitement of falling in love, of becoming oneself fully, the happiness, is
contagious.

● Alison and her father going on the drive, a month before he dies: When I first
saw the play three years ago, this song was so incredibly moving. I adored the
tension and parallels as present day Alison tries to rewrite that moment in
history, in trying to connect with her father before he disappears forever. There
was something about the crash of present and past coming together, but still
staying miles apart in time, that pulled me into the show even more.

● Bruce’s ballad “Edges of the World”: This show is very much a memory play.
Everything we as an audience sees is through Alison’s eyes, her perception of
the world. Even though Bruce’s song is still colored with how Alison imagines
the moments before his death to be, escaping into his world, for even a split
second, is a stark contrast. There is a part of Alison that is always holding part
of her father’s story back, trying to hold onto the rose-colored glasses. This
song strips that all away. All her fears, her own fears about herself and her
father, are thrown onto the stage. The analogy for the broken down house and
his own breakdown are shocking. I think about this moment a lot, not only in the
context of this play, but in the grand scheme of life itself. What do we think



about in the seconds before we die? What goes through the heads of those right
before they take their own lives? I really like that Lisa Kron tries to discover that,
through this song.

● On page 17, Alison talks about her dad and her growing up in the same town,
both being gay, and that he killed himself and she became a lesbian cartoonist.
When I saw the musical, this line shook me to my core. There was something so
definitive about it that I hadn’t heard in musicals before. The gravity of the
situation compelled me forward. Reading/listening again had the same effect. It
took me out of everything else happening in my life, and pulled me into this
moment. I think about that moment a lot.

● Kid’s Fun Home commercial- this song is hilarious. To take something so serious
and see it through a child’s eyes is an amazing opportunity in defining the
feeling of the play. We are seeing this story through Alison’s eyes. Through the
horror, the sorrow, the anger, the love; Alison is telling us her life story. And
something about this song really captured me. Finding the humor in humanity is
necessary, and really grounded me in the musical.

Does this play resonate with something in your personal life now?
Not really. Part of me is trying to understand where I stand in my sexuality, but

with everything else happening in my life, it’s been shoved down on the priority list.
Otherwise, I don’t personally resonate with the play currently, but that doesn’t detract
from how much I love this work.

Does this play resonate with something in your past?/Does this play resonate with
something in your family history?

My relationship with my father has, for the better part of my existence, been…
difficult. Not in the same ways as Alison’s relationship was difficult, because he was, at
least, physically under the same roof. Mentally, he was miles away, but still there. After
I turned 7, my dad was neither. I guess for the short period of time before he left, but
was having an affair with who would later become his new wife, he wasn’t mentally
present either. I wish I could know the man that my mother married. Alison wonders
about that too, and how her father turned into the man she knew.

As an audience member what would excite you the most?
As an audience member, I am excited by the diverging and converging of past

and present in one moment in time. I love that we see Alison interact with younger
Alison, commenting on her perils and behaviors. Seeing her memories while still
staying in touch with present day Alison is super interesting to me. I was especially



enthralled when Alison steps in the place of Medium Alison to take the drive with her
dad. I love the interwoven element to the story.

As an audience member what would confuse/ upset/ disturb you the most?
The talk of suicide is hard. It’s scary to be confronted with death, especially

when we see Bruce right before he dies. It was hard to read. Impactful, but hard. That
was the most difficult thing throughout the play. Sometimes talking about suicide and
death so bluntly is really heavy in unexpected ways.

What don’t you understand about this play?  What are your big questions?
After seeing the play once, reading the graphic novel, and then reading the

script/listening to the music, I don’t have any conceptual questions. I’m just excited to
delve into dissecting it!

Is there something outside this play that you instantly wanted to look up while reading
it?  (an old family photo? A historical detail? A poem? A painter?

Nothing came to mind.

As a designer what excites you the most about this play?
When I thought I would be scenic designing this play, I was super excited about

the possibility of utilizing a turntable. Now, as a costume designer for Fun Home, I am
super excited about juxtaposing characters against each other through their clothing.
I’m interested to see how certain characters are foils to others, and how color can play
a role in shaping Alison’s world.

ANALYSING THE PLAY

What is the Action of the Play?
Micro: Find the Fable of the play:

-Isolate 10-12 key actions of the play. (dominoes of the play) Connect 1st
> 2nd >3rd etc.

● Small Alison wants to play with Bruce, Bruce is more interested in
possible treasure finds and presenting the house.

● Bruce appears interested in mourner at Fun Home
● Bruce showed young Alison a dead body
● Alison meets Joan
● Roy enters the Bechdel’s lives, Helen is uneasy



● Bruce refuses to let Small Alison wear sneakers and a t-shirt to a party
● Alison comes out to her parents
● Alison maps out Bruce’s life
● Bruce drives Mark home
● Bruce leaves the children in NYC
● Helen admits to Alison Bruce’s affairs
● Bechdel family meets Joan
● Alison goes for a drive with her dad, a month before he dies
● Bruce dies

Macro: Find the ARC of the play:
-Where do we start...what happens...and where do we end.

We start in

What is the Stasis at the beginning of the play?
There are a in the play. There is the stasis of Small Alison, a girl living with her

parents, trying to grapple with her own feelings and discovering her passion for
drawing. For Alison, her stasis is living as a lesbian cartoonist, sure of herself, but
unsure of how her father intersects with her own current identity.

What is the Intrusion (inciting incident) on this Stasis that sets forces in motion?
Alison sets the forces in motion by rediscovering and remembering her past,

with the knowledge of her closeted father and his eventual suicide. This colors her
memory, sending the plot forward.

What is the play’s unique factor? (Why set it this day rather than another?)
The unique factor is definitely the intersection of past and present Alison,

especially when they exist on the same plane. Rather than seeing young Alison, then
seeing older Alison in a separate scene, the audience sees them as one unit- outside
eyes looking in- on and off the stage. Getting to remember and visualize alongside
Alison is different from anything I’ve ever seen before, and makes the subject material
all the more intriguing.

What is the Climax (when the major forces of conflict have at each other)?
Based on my understanding, the climax moment in Fun Home is when, for the

first time, Alison steps into Medium Alison’s shoes and goes for the drive with her dad.
The building tension of wishing she could change things, but knowing it is just a
memory. Then, imagining what those last moments looked like for Bruce. How did he
spend the time before he died? What was he thinking? These memories and moments



crash into each other, finally reaching the height of everything that had been hinted at
before.

Does the play return to a stasis, if so, discuss. Is it a new stasis?
There is a new stasis, but moreover one of understanding as opposed to a

drastic change. Through rediscovering her memories, Alison is able to go forward with
her life knowing she wasn’t the reason her father committed suicide. She is able to
accept her father’s fate, and learn from it.

What does each character want (motivation(s)) and what hinders the want
(obstacles(s))?

Alison wants closure. Her father being dead is the main obstacle for her.
Medium Alison is searching for meaning, acceptance from her parents, and

belonging. Her closeted father is her biggest obstacle.
Bruce is in search for happiness. His family and job restricts his pursuits.

Identify which type of dramatic conflict - want vs. obstacle - is happening
--me against myself
--me against another individual
--me against society
--me against fate, or the universe, or natural forces, or God, or The Gods

Fun Home is FULL of dramatic conflict. However, the biggest force would have
to be self vs. self. It’s the underarching theme of all the conflicts. Bruce’s battle with
himself leads to a battle with his family. Everything about Bruce’s life is a mess, and the
only thing he can control is his family. So he controls her impeccable Medium Alison’s
search for identity is confronting her feelings from within. Alison is trying to look
inwards through her memories for closure and meaning to her life. Helen is hopeless.

What is revealed by and about each character through their actions?   Don’t take at
face value self descriptions.

(Actions are what a character does to get what he or she wants in spite of
obstacles.)

Through his actions, it is revealed that Bruce is a selfish man. While I am all for
the pursuit of your own happiness, stepping on others isn’t how to accomplish that. He
let down his family, scarred his daughter, and tainted her memories.

What is the purpose of the Title?



Fun Home, short for funeral home, was the nickname they gave the family
funeral home where Bruce worked at. It was a place where Alison interacted with death
for the first time, and in a lot of ways, held Bruce back. He returned to Pennsylvania to
manage the family business, where he probably would have left for Europe and never
looked back. Returning to the Fun Home, returning to a place where he was isolated
and couldn’t confront his sexuality, might have been the reason he eventually took his
own life.

What is the Period?
The period is presumably present day, for Alison, 70s for Small Alison, and

either late 70s or early 80s for Medium Alison. Small Alison is 10, Medium Alison is in
her second year of college, and Alison is middle aged. The year isn’t nearly as
important as the chronicaling of those moments in Alison’s life. Each of these periods
of time mean something to Alison.

-For every play from a time and place other than ours, consider what the original
audience thought and felt about the world portrayed in the play. Remember the
playwright is writing for a specific audience in his/her time. Why does he/she set the
play in another time or place, if he does?

Since it is a memory play, the period in which it is set is not nearly as important
as the events that happened at that age.

Form and Structure.
What is the form of this play?  Episodic? Well made play? Aristotelian?    Research its
form and see what insights about the play’s structure come forward, does the play
stick to a classic form? Where does it diverge? Why?

I’m leaning towards Episodic. We jump from time to time, depending on the
point Alison is trying to make through her cartoons. There is not a linear plot.

Does it fit any archetypes?  Is it an allegory? A memory play? A tragedy? A Jungian
hero myth?  Biography? Research the archetype its seems closest to and see what
insights about the play’s structure come forward.

Fun Home is definitely a memory play. This term is coined by Tennessee
Williams in regards to The Glass Managerie, referring to a play where a character
narrates the events of the play, drawn from their memory. Fun Home completely fits the
archetype, yet diverges when Alison steps into her memory and relives that moment
with her dad in the car.



Are there major influences from an artistic movement (ex German Expressionism) or
genre (ex Jazz music  or pulp Sci-Fi novels)?   Research this art movement or genre.
What insights about the play come forward?

Nothing catches my eye.

In light of the above, what are the Themes of the play?
Sexuality, gender, history, political, family relationships, love in a certain political

climate, grappling fate and understanding where your life had led you, control (how to
manage it and how people deal with their need to have it)

What do I need to to go research in more depth?
Clothing of the time period and color schemes.


